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The 2013/2014 academic has begun with all the trained OLE teachers at post.
One was however reassigned to the Junior high. He is in the person of
HamzaSuraj who was in Basic Six.
Mrs. Sarah TweneboaKoduafrom KG 2 was swapped with Ms. EmeliaOkyere
to Basic 3. Additional two newly trained- teachers were posted to the school
from their various Colleges of Education to helpthe existing ones.
They are: Ms. Josephine EsinamAkpalu for Basic 4 and Ms. Beatrice
SerwaaMarfo Basic 5.
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Editorial Board
Mr. Felix Senanu-Esquire (Head teacher), Mr. Fred AsamoahMireku (Coach),
Mr. Christian Adjabeng (Lead teacher), Gideon Essah (P6)

They were taking through the rudiments of the program by the head teacher,
Mr. Felix Senanu and the Lead teacher, Mr. Christian Adjabeng. Other
teachers also helped in training them.
As usual, the organizers of OLE invited head teachers for the existing eight
OLE schools for a workshop as is the usual thing done during vacation in

updating the knowledge of its members at St. John’s Grammar Senior High
School.
Ten new schools were also introduced to the program increasing the number
from eight to eighteen schools.
The beginning of the academic year saw a dramatic increase in enrolment.
School population which stood at 320 has now risen to 436.

Anxious new entrants with a tablet

The Coach of the school Mr. Mireku has been taking away and instead
Mr.Fred Binkah is to take over from him.
Three officers from the National Centre for Research into Basic Education
(NCRIBE), university of Education, Winneba visited the school to do a
research on the OLE project. They are in the persons of: Madam Patricia
Amos, Mr. RansfordEkowBaidoo and Mr. Bernard Mensah.

Parents queuing for admission for their children

They interviewed the head teacher, Lead teacher, classroom teachers and
the pupils about the program. They also inspected the items supplied and
how it is being used.

Updating of stories and reading materials was also done by the technicians of
the program lead by Leonard.
The new pupils were so delighted with the program so much so that, they
can’t wait for “day-break” in coming to school.

The head teacher been interviewed by Mr. RansfordEkowBaidoo at his office

The pupils who are the core of the program were no left out in the interview.
They were called at random for questioning by the team.

Pupils been interviewed by Mr. Bernard Mensah

The Lead teacher and classroom teachers were interviewed as well.

Mad. Amos lead by The Lead teacher inspecting whiles the head teacher looks on.

The outgoing Coach, Mr. Mirekuthen took the lower primary through a
reading text in the full glare of the team.

Madam Amos and Mr. Baidoo taking the Lead teacher and a Basic 5 teacher through
questionnaires.

Inspection was later carried out by Madam
Patricia Amos with the assistance of the lead
teacher.
All the items were in place as she took pictures of
them on her iphone.

